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NAS Status Information Subgroup Memo


Subject:	Active Arrival Runways
		Active Departure Runways

To:		Members of the NAS Status Information Subgroup

From:		Scott Dunham, Michael Nadon

Date:		7/22/97


1. Name of Data Item

Active Runway, Active Arrival Runways, Active Departure Runways, “The Active”

2. Description of Data Item

An active arrival runway is a runway which is being used to accommodate aircraft landing at an airport.  An active departure runway is a runway which is being used to accommodate aircraft leaving an airport.  While ATC may elect to use any suitable runway for a particular flight operation, I will define the term ‘active’ as referring to the runway generally being used to accommodate a particular type of operation.  The active arrival runway and active departure runway may be one and the same.  Additional possible statuses are “inactive”, meaning available on request but not currently in use, or “closed” (unavailable due to maintenance activities, for instance.)


3. Benefits

This information is of use to anyone involved in flight planning or ATC operations, as the airport runway configuration affects surface operations, terminal airspace configuration, frequencies in use, departure and arrival routes, and aircraft performance limitations.  Ready access to actual and planned airport configuration information contributes to flight safety and efficiency by improving the quality of flight planning and scheduling and reducing the frequency of unexpected route changes. 
Safety benefits from this information are difficult to quantify but anecdotally real. Improper planning based on the incorrect runway due to lack of current, accurate information quite often results in the pre-departure check lists being completed as the aircraft turns onto the runway. The PNF (Pilot not Flying) performs the check list while also attempting to insure that the performance limits on the unplanned runway are met. In two man cockpits the work load can lead to operational errors.
The majority of large air carriers employ an automated performance planning and weight and balance system. These systems require a valid source of active runway information. Currently air carriers have local staffing by each air carrier to acquire and enter this information.

4. Source of the Data

The fundamental source of airport configuration data at a controlled airport is local ATC.  There is no generally available automated method of providing the information. One possibility is to extract the runways in use from Digital ATIS messages at sites where D-ATIS is to be installed.  This is something that ARINC could  readily do, perhaps requiring minor changes to the D-ATIS entry software to specifically identify active runways in a parseable format.  D-ATIS is being installed now at about 50 airports, and should be available by the end of 1997.  If accessed through ARINC, AOCNet would be an excellent distribution mechanism.  An alternative approach would be to publish manually entered configuration data via an automated system such as ETMS, System Atlanta’s Information Distribution System (IDS-2 or IDS-4), ACE, or another method such as a new network and local input device developed specifically to collect local operational data.  This would require development and implementation of a local interface at each site of interest, but could be done at reasonable cost using existing FAA communication services.  

5.   Nature of the Data

Runway changes are usually infrequent, thus representing a minor communications bandwidth requirement.  A message would generally contain one or more runway identifiers and the status of the runway.  (Arrival, departure, both, inactive, or closed.)

6.   What Must be Done to Get this Data on AOCNet?

The D-ATIS to ARINC connection seems to be the most obvious way to get runway information from towers to AOCNet for D-ATIS equipped airports. A more general solution may be possible for all Part 139 airports if airport operators, local ATC facilities and air carriers can agree on automation and staffing. AOCnet access via the internet may provide a low cost method of gathering this information.

7. Other Issues : None



